INTRODUCTION
Active distribution network (ADN) has a large scale and a complex structure; in addition, the access points of distributed generations (DG) spread, so controllability and uncertainty problems are increasing, as well as the requirements of operational risk analysis. Operational risk assessment is focused on the short-term risk assessment and calculation, which should be able to represent system's real-time status and predict shortterm risk indexes. Literatures [1] proves that, applying the fast probabilistic power flow calculation can obtain system's operation states based on power flow results. The solving methods of uncertain power flow (UPF) in power system are divided into two kinds: probabilistic power flow (PPF) and fuzzy power flow (FPF). PPF is used when input variables' probability distribution is known [2] ; while in FPF, uncertain input variables are turned into a range subject to certain membership functions by possibility theory, as the output, which can be quantified from a range [3] . In this paper, a three-stage model of the operational risk analysis is established, including the process of solving UPF by joint possibilitic-probabilistic uncertain model wish unscented transformation (UT) method to possibilitic variables and α-cut method to probabilistic variables based on evidence theory, and the foundation of operational risk indexes system and the analysis of the UPF outputs by security region of ADN. And by simulation, the necessity and efficiency of method is proved, and guidance for risk control can be obtained.
THREE-STAGE RISK MODEL IN ADN
There are many uncertain input variables in ADN, thus a probability or possibility distribution model of input variables needs to be established at first stage, as well as to obtain the probability distribution of bus voltage and branch power by UPF; Then analyse the out-of-limit probability of bus voltage magnitude and the branch active power based on the cumulative density function (CDF), as well obtain risk effect indexes combining with the outage loss and load important level coefficient, and establish current security region model of ADN; Finally, sort buses and branches according to operational risk value and discuss the output adjustment direction of controllable variables with large impact factor in security domain model. The whole process above constitutes the three-stage model ADN, and its flow chart is shown in figure 1 below. 
UPF calculation
The processing of uncertain input variables According to whether can be expressed by probability or not, the uncertain input variables are divided into probability uncertainty input and possibilistic uncertainty input. In ADN, wind turbine generations (WTG) and solar cell generations (SCG) are considered as the probability uncertainty input variables; while other controllable DGs, such as the micro turbine (MT), and energy storage system (ESS) are considered as possibilistic uncertainty input, expressed with membership functions.
The solution model of UPF
In order to solve UPF in ADN, considering uncertain input variables of both probability and possibility, this paper adopts joint possibilistic -probabilistic uncertain model based on evidence theory. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the algorithm. The algorithm is composed of two loops, internal loop and external loop. The former one considers the possibilistic
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Page 2 / 4 uncertainty of variables. This paper uses UT algorithm, and shows its advantages through the comparison with the Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) algorithm. The latter one calculates possibilistc uncertainty of variables, applying α-cut-set method [4] [5] .
Fig. 2 Flowchart of joint possibilistic-probabilistic uncertainty method

Operational risk assessment model of ADN
Risk analysis of distribution network is designed to measure the potential impact degree of disturbance events on the distribution network. This paper ignores power failure situations, and simply decides the risk of the current buses or branches by predicting out-of-limit through UPF in short-term and its effect.
Risk probability index
(1) Risk probability index   ri PU of out-of-limit of bus [6] .   ij FP is the CDF of branch ij active power. Usually the allowed active power upper limit of branch ij is set to 1.1 times that of the normal value [7] .
Risk effect index
Risk effect index takes two aspects into account: one, to characterize the out-of-limit severity of voltage or active power; two, to characterize economic consequences which is considered to be illustrated by outage loss. And the two parts is linked by load loss function.
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Where,  is the occurrence probability of small probability events, taken 0.001%.
(2) Outage loss L This paper uses indirect method, choose the ratio of output value to unit electric energy consumption C as assessment factors, and to distinguish loads by load importance factor. Load importance factor k is simply set to 1, 3 and 5 according to the first class load, secondary class load and third class load in this paper, which can be given by engineer of experience of operation and maintenance of actual distribution network [8] . Outage loss expression is as follows: S U Loss U P S P Loss P P   Furthermore, the operational risk value is the product of the risk probability index and the risk effect index of the bus or the branch.
Security region model of ADN
There is no stability problems in conventional When the voltage stability boundary is represented by hyperplane, the original nonlinear problem of static voltage stability will be converted to linear constraints, which is easy and convenient in online application, available for online dispatch personnel to provide guidance of risk aversion.
CASE STUDY
In this paper, an improved IEEE 33-bus distribution systems is proposed, which is considered to represent a conventional ADN model, as shown below: 
Fig. 4 Improved IEEE 33-bus distribution systems
The parameters of additional DERs are shown below. 
Stage 1
To obtain the UPF of improved IEEE 33-bus distribution systems at a certain prediction time t, assume that the probability of possibility distribution parameters of loads and DERs are as follows. Figure 5 shows the UPF results of the voltage magnitude of bus 6.
Fig. 5 CDF of voltage magnitude at bus 6
For more accurate output data, some nodes or branches are selected as in Table 3 below. By analysing the risk probability and risk effect index, the risk order is not complied with risk probability, while risk effect index contributes a lot to operational risk values. The results calculated by UPF satisfy timesensitive risk trend and could reflect real risks of buses and branches, which provides a basis for follow-up risk treatments and regulations.
Stage 3
By analysing the growth of load points and changes of allocations of DGs, as well as selecting the 5 branches as cut-set, a relevant coefficient table can be obtained as bellow. Easily a hyperplane can be drawn by cut into sections and an security region is shown. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a three-stage model of the operational risk analysis of active distribution network is established in accordance with the time, including a quick uncertain power flow calculation completed with joint possibilistic-probabilistic uncertain model based on evidence theory, the operation risk analysis system and the simple introduction of security region of ADN to guide the risk aversion. Simulations is proceed in an improved IEEE 33-bus distribution systems which verifies the feasibility of the three stage model and the practicability of the relevant methods or algoriths.
